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Electronics And Computer Engineering

Time: 3 hours Max Marks: 80

Answer any FIVE Questions

All Questions carry equal marks

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆

1. (a) Give the reasons why cache coherence is an accepted requirement in small
scale multiprocessors?

(b) Draw the state transition diagram for an individual cache block in a directory
based system. [8+8]

2. What are the challenges of multiple-issue processors? Explain. [16]

3. What are the two factor that speedup depends on. Discuss? [16]

4. What are the three ideas that hardware speculation make use of? Explain. [16]

5. Discuss in detail conditional branch operations? Give examples for each? [16]

6. (a) Define the performance parameters of the interconnection networks.

(b) Assume a network with a bandwidth of 1000M bits/sec has a sending overhead
of 80microsec and receiving overhead of 100microsec.Assume two machines
one wants to send a 10,000byte message to the other [including header] and
a message format allows 10,000bytes in a single message. calculate the total
latency to send a message from one machine to another in a SAN. Assuming
they are 10m apart. [8+8]

7. Discuss in detail about the RAID levels. [16]

8. Explain the techniques in increasing memory bandwidth. [16]

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆
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1. (a) What is the natural size of message. Explain how a message size is important
in getting full benefits of fast network?

(b) Which media are available to connect computing together? [8+8]

2. (a) When do you say a memory system is coherent?

(b) Explain about “write serialization”. [8+8]

3. What is the difference between cost and price? Why they differ and by how much?
[16]

4. (a) What are the limitations of window size?

(b) Give a note on register renaming. [8+8]

5. What are the three capabilities that are required to speculate ambitiously? Explain
in detail? [16]

6. (a) Give the applications of the interrupt driven IO.

(b) Write about the bit interleaved parity. Give an example comparing RAID 3
and RAID 4/5 on small write updates. [8+8]

7. (a) Write about cache and performance.

(b) Calculate the cpu execution time for a computer with clock cycles per instruc-
tion as 1.0 when all memory accesses hit in the cache.The only data accesses or
loads and stores, and these total 50% of the instructions. If the miss penalty
is 25 clock cycles and the miss rate is 2%,how much faster would the computer
be if all instructions were cache hits? [8+8]

8. Explain how a designer decides the number of registers that are needed to allocate
variables appropriately? [16]
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1. (a) In commercial workload level three cache, what is the effect if the block size
is increased.

(b) Explain about cache coherence protocols. [8+8]

2. (a) Give the classification of the communication link bus. Which function limits
the maximum buses speed?

(b) What are mezzanine buses? Give the bus design decision. [8+8]

3. (a) Define big endian format.

(b) Mention the instructions for flow control? Explain with examples. [4+12]

4. Write short notes on:

(a) TCP Benchmark.

(b) Learning curves. [8+8]

5. What are the complications that one has to face while implementing predicated
instructions? Explain. [16]

6. (a) Write about segment descriptor.

(b) Draw the diagram of page table. Explain the uses of page table. [8+8]

7. (a) Define transport latency. Express total latency algebraically.

(b) Assume a network with a bandwidth of 1000M bits/sec has a sending overhead
of 80µs and receiving overhead of 100µs.Assume 2 machines one wants to send
a 10,000byte message to the other [including header] and a message format
allows 10,000bytes in a single message. Compare SAN, LAN and WAN by
changing the distance between the machines. Calculate the total latency to
send a message from one machine to another in a SAN. Assuming they are
10m apart. Next, perform the same calculation but assume the machines are
now 500m apart, as in a LAN. Finally assume they are 1000km apart as in a
WAN. [6+10]

8. Write notes on finite registers. [16]
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1. (a) On what factors does Flynn’s classifications of computer is based. Explain the
categories.

(b) What do you mean by thread level parallelism? [8+8]

2. Explain conditional or predicated instructions? Mention its advantages and disad-
vantages? [16]

3. (a) Explain how to decide between split cache and unified cache?

(b) Explain how to calculate average memory access time and processor perfor-
mance. [8+8]

4. (a) Classify fault and fault tolerance techniques.

(b) What is meant by polling? [8+8]

5. (a) What are the major functions of an I/O module?

(b) What is the difference between memory mapped I/O and isolated I/O?

(c) What is meant by direct memory access? [6+5+5]

6. How close a read dynamically scheduled, speculative processor come to ideal pro-
cessor? Explain. [16]

7. (a) Define spatial locality.

(b) Define temporal locality

(c) Give a note on SPEC? [4+4+8]

8. Explain various addressing modes in computer architecture. [16]
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